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✮ 100,000 active customers in Germany! EHEIM compact 1000 versatile aquarium pump. compact aquarium pump, for universal use. high pump power, low energy consumption. - Fresh and sea water is suitable. technical data EHEIM compactON 1000. Universal pump, fresh and marine, 400-1000 hp price, including German VAT shipping costs (DE). (1 discount on next order)
Description Accessories Reviews (4) EHEIM compactON 1000 universal aquarium pump compact aquarium pump, for general use high pump output, low energy consumption F e fresh and sea water fits quiet work inc. accessories technical data EHEIM compactON 1000Pump output: 400-1000 l/h, adjustable energy consumption: 230 V/50 Hz, 15 Wpump head: 1.40 mcable
length: 2.0 mDimensions: 73x47x79 mm (Length x width x height) Hose compound pressure side: 12/16 mmoperation within the aquarium or sumpfor filter fresh and sea water use EHEIM compactON replaces EHEIM comact and comapct series of aquarium pumps. Like previous models, the new EHEIM compactON is extremely compact, at the same time powerful pumping
power and low power consumption. EHEIM compactON comes with a lot of accessories. For example, instead of a strainer in the entrance, you can install a hose connector. EHEIM compactON should be installed using strong suction cups. Guide to EHEIM compactON 1000 Aquarium Pump Your question: EHEIM compactON 1000 Aquarium Pump Do you have questions about
this article? Reviews of EHEIM compactON 1000 Aquarium Pump: Write a review by Vladimir B. on 07.11.2019: Pere C. on 30.12.2017: the best in the pumps for price quality. Silent and easy to useDay on 25.02.2017: Ehheim pleased! 16/22, 12/16 mm. Grete G. on 10.04.2016: Excellent little pump, stronger than its small size indicates. Simple exit management makes it very
flexible, and the build is a solid Eheim quality. The Eheim Compact 1000 is very convenient to use to air water in the storage facility before the water changes and then to move the water in and out of your aquarium. I had mine for a few years, it saw rough use without even letting me down. Recommended! Feedback from our customers: Dan wrote about EHEIM compactON 1000
Aquarium Pump in 2017: Ehheim pleased! 16/22, 12/16 mm. Grete G. wrote about the EHEIM compactON 1000 Aquarium Pump in 2016: a great little pump, stronger than its small size indicates. Simple exit management makes it very flexible, and the build is a solid Eheim quality. The Eheim Compact 1000 is very convenient to use to air water in the storage facility before the
water changes and then to move the water in and out of your aquarium. I had mine for a few years, it saw rough use without even letting me down. Recommended! Show all the reviews (4)Are you looking for universal pumps? The more you spend, the more You get it! Every order for SaltwaterAquarium.com is entitled to receive a free gift, just add it to the basket before leaving!
Find out more of the latest customer reviews Rating Date 05/09/2020 20:09pm Excellent quiet pump, but it's not big enough for River Reef 94 litres, which is recommended for this particular tank. However was able to put a new 600 in my 75-liter tank, which is an Eheim 1000 pump that was really too strong and put 1000 in a 94 liter river reef, and it's perfect for that. It all worked
out in the end! Rating Date 05/08/2020 11:08am is a great item, however I bought this by mistake I needed a filter but this item was of good quality nonetheless if I needed it. Rating Date 16/07/2020 17:07pm Faulty. The pump was advertised as silence, people said they were silent, mine was noisy. Rating Date 01/05/2020 17:05 pm High quality product, feels good quality and
quite, compared to the new one that came with the tank. Rating Date 27/04/2020 08:04am Small and very compact used to replace the flul flexible pump Rating Date 27/01/2020 07:01am Bought this to replace the flul pump in the fluoresce flex 34l tank. This pump is almost silent, you can only hear it with the ear next to the tank. Variable bonus flow settings are definitely
recommended. Ranking Date 23/01/2020 09:01am its less than I thought it would be but does the job. Rating Date 11/01/2020 07:01 am I bought a small aquarium pump rating Date 14/08/2019 17:08 pm Brilliant little quiet and powerful pump, For a great price Rating Date 12/07/2019 03:07am Nice small pump for my garden water function as a replacement, very easy to fit and
doing a very good job. Rating Date 10/03/2019 09:03am is perfect for mixing my salt water for a great price on Rating Date 30/01/2019 13:01pm Excellent product, very quiet. Replacing the noisy Fluval Flex pump, noisy from the new one. Ranking Date 19/11/2018 21:11 pm Geat little pump is more powerful than its size would you think. Rating Date 10/08/2018 04:08 am Item in
stock, delivered the next day. Rating Date 25/03/2018 05:03am It's Eheim. A quality product. Rating Date 29/07/2016 12:07 Rating Date 11/09/2015 06:09 Rating Date 02/08/08/22015 0 9:08am Excellent pump replacement as a fashion on the Red Sea Max 130d Eheim Compact 1000 increase pump 150-1000 liter poo 23w. Compact lift pumps Eheim are good and small in size,
with an adjustable output. To be attached to the aquarium using strong suction ... You can buy the Eheim Compact Pump 1000 in the Ocean Store with a full NL guarantee. The NL guarantee guarantees a quick settlement of services. Violations can, if desired, be quickly eliminated by the importer. The compact Eheim lift pumps are good and small in size, with adjustable output.
To be installed in an aquarium using strong sucking cups. Capacity 150-1000 liters per hour. Head height: a maximum of 2 meters. Dimensions: 9.4 x 5.4 x 7.8 cm. Consumption: 23 W. Hose sizes: 17 mm pressure side (16/22 mm hose) Eheim Compact 1000 Compact, powerful and quiet quiet compactON is a compact and at the same time powerful aquarium pump. Available in
eight sizes, for a flow rate of 170 to 12,000 litres per hour. The EHEIM compactON Aquarium Pump is characterized by its name thanks to its compact design and the included accessory bag suitable for universal use - EHEIM compactON 2100-5000 can also be modified for use outside of water. Thanks to high-quality materials, they can also be used without problems in seawater.
For even greater flexibility, the flow rate is adjustable for all models except the compact EHEIM 5000/9000/12000. The EHEIM compactON 300 is already suitable, starting at 170 liters per hour, EHEIM compactON 600 starting at 250 liters, EHEIM compactON 1000 starting at 400 liters, EHEIM compactON 2100 starting with 1400 liters and EHEIM compactON 3000 starting at
1800 liters. The EHEIM compactON 5000/9000/12000 is designed for a flow speed of 5000/9000/12,000 litres per hour. Compared to the EHEIM compact/compact pumps, power consumption has improved again to 50%. Also the delivery head is presentable and makes the pumps powerful enough also for use in the filter basin. Various measures have been taken to ensure the
silent operation of the pumps, such as the choice of a combination of ceramic axis and ceramic lid in the wing part of the EHEIM 2100 and 3000 compact. It also guarantees a long life of pumps. A high safety standard was attached, as were all other EHEIM products, as well as for aquarium enthusiasts, as for aquarium dwellers. Cables are characterized by thicker insulation and
only materials that do not distribute toxic substances to water are used for the benefit of the aquarium's inhabitants. Use in the aquarium and beyond is possible for all EHEIM compactON 2100 pumps. The benefits of EHEIM are a compact successor to the compact and compact fastening series with reliable suction cups including accessories, such as the suction basket and
threading Silent due to ceramic bearing (EHEIM compactON 2100/3000/5000/9000/12000) High pump performance at low energy compactON 5000/9000/12000 as electronic version to improve efficiency
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